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If Magic overlook these hungry Hawks they will get eaten alive 
Stan Van Gundy, Dwight Howard, Jameer Nelson, Rashard Lewis and Vince Carter better beware.
The entire Orlando Magic team better beware.
They might very well be playing against themselves in the second round of the NBA playoffs.
Think about it:
An ultra-talented team flying so far under the radar that the team plane is scraping the tree tops.
A team nobody in the national media is giving a snowball’s chance in Typhoon Lagoon of making any noise in the playoffs.
A team that struggled to win its first-round series against a vastly inferior opponent.
And what team are we talking about: The Orlando Magic of last year … or the Atlanta Hawks of this year?
I know what I wrote a few days ago after the Hawks led the battered Milwaukee Bucks 2-0 in the first round of the playoffs 
and then let the Bucks win three straight games to take a 3-2 lead. I wrote that the Hawks were a bunch of choking dogs 
and quoted Atlanta Journal-Constitution columnist Mark Bradley as writing that the Hawks were on the verge of the 
biggest gag job in  Atlanta sports history.
  Well, guess what? The Hawks woke up and started playing like the athletically gifted team that they are. They won the 
next two games against the Bucks, including a decisive 95-74 closeout victory in Game 7.
  The Hawks have had their wake-up call, much like the Magic did last year in the opening round against Philly when the 
inferior 76ers jumped out to 2-1 series lead and came within a Hedo Turkoglu buzzer-beater of going ahead 3-1.
  “It’s a good analogy,” Magic coach Stan Van Gundy said when I asked if the Hawks of this year remind him of the Magic 
of last year. “They’re coming off a first-round series in which people weren’t inspired by — same as our first-round series 
last year. I think there are some definite similarities between how people were talking about a year ago and how people are 
talking about them now. 
  “That doesn’t translate into this gym. We all know how good they are. We have tremendous respect for them.”
  I have a sneaking suspicion this series is not going to be as easy as all of the other pundits and prognosticators are 
predicting.
  Atlanta is hungry, feeling disrespected and playing with house money. If the Hawks look into a mirror, they will see a 
reflection of last year’s Orlando team.
  The problem is, this year’s Orlando team (when Dwight Howard is on the floor) is better than last year’s Orlando team.
  Magic will win this series but only by the narrowest of margins.
  Magic in 7.
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This guy must be bored.
Reply Posted by: George | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 7:01 AM 
Really? 7? I know they’re talented, but I watched them play a couple of those games, and I don’t see it. I guess if they can 
play down to one team they can play up to another. But I keep reading how they want to play Howard like Charlotte did 
because it worked so well for them…as if they actually have three 7-footers who can foul out without consequence, that 
they can just throw at Howard all night. What they do have are a front line as concerned about their own foul problems as 
Dwight’s. I can’t wait to see their strategy. But I think Charlotte was the harder matchup because of the Bigs. Magic in 4.
Reply Posted by: Magic Phan | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 7:03 AM 
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Bianchi, did you even WATCH game 6 of the Bucks/Hawks? Yeah, Atlanta won but they looked horrible. Magic in 4.
Reply Posted by: Brooks Thompson | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 7:08 AM 
Yeah, I don’t think so. The Hawks can’t handle the Magic, and they’re going down in 4 like the Bobcats!
Reply Posted by: Kelly | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 7:11 AM 
You guys are dreaming if you think the Magic are sweeping the Hawks. This series is going to go at least 6 games, 
probably 7.
– Bianchi
Reply Posted by: mike bianchi | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 7:13 AM 
Piper says BS. Magic in 5 – maybe 6.
Reply Posted by: Peter | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 7:15 AM 
R U serious Mike? You must be really starving for a attention with a headline like that…I used to respect the hawks a lot, 
but quite frankly, any team that goes to 7 games with a Bucks team that doesn’t have Bogut isn’t much of a playoff 
contender. Honestly, I was more worried about the Bobcats in the beginning of the 1st round than I am about the Hawks 
now. By the way, wasn’t your headline a week ago, something like “MAGIC WOULD RATHER FACE CHOKING HAWKS 
THAN ROLLING BUCKS”?…yea, pretty pathetic to write something “controversial”, just so someone will read it…Magic in 
5
Reply Posted by: O-cash | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 7:29 AM 
I guess Bianchi forgot that 3 of 4 games this year against the Hawks were major blowout wins for the Magic. These guys 
barely beat the Bucks without Bogut. Magic in 5 or 6 (MAX)
Reply Posted by: Timmy | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 7:29 AM 
Let me make sure I have this right MIke.
The Magic have won 10 straight and 24 of 27 and the Hawks are going to win 3 of 7?
DId you bump your head on something? The Hawks could not beat us 3 out of 20.
Reply Posted by: Greg | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 7:57 AM 
I’m with Magic Phan. We’re just a much better team, and please ZaZa? He couldn’t intimidate a hamster. In fact, our 
hamster (Jameer) will run circles around him and Howard will just laugh off his attempts to get into Dwight’s head. 
We win in 4 or 5. 
Next?
Reply Posted by: bobller | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 8:00 AM 
Magic will roll in five. Come on over to En Fuego. That’s where the action _ and the knowledge is _ Bianchi.
Reply Posted by: georgediaz | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 8:02 AM 
Hopefully the Magic players and coaches aren’t as cocky and overconfident as the fans are. If they are, Hawks will win this 
series.
– Bianchi
Reply Posted by: mike bianchi | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 8:21 AM 
NOTE TO COMMENTERS: The wildly popular Open Mike likes the fact that we can have spirited debates, but I am 
renewing my efforts in keeping foul language and mean-spirited personal insults toward other commenters and myself off 
of my blog. Please refrain from name-calling and personal insults. For instance, you can call me a dummy, but you cannot 
call me a $#%@! moron. It’s my blog and dem’s da rules.
Reply Posted by: mike bianchi | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 8:29 AM 
My brother must be smoking some good stuff. The Hawks is the dumbest team in the playoffs. Their basketball IQ is 
laughable.
Reply Posted by: Bianchi’s Twin | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 8:29 AM 
Is it possible for an author of an article to be a troll in the comments forum to his own article? 
Then again, that’s sort of the point of Bianchi’s article to begin with. Either that or he has the mental constitution of a 
woman redecorating her living room when it comes to his basketball prognosticating. 
The article was written solely to incite an angry response from us. Which is just what a troll does on a forum. Kind of makes 
Bianchi the Orlando Sentinel Troll…
Him, jflygo, and DrJamesNaismith should go get beers together.
Reply Posted by: Greg | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 8:32 AM 
They couldn’t beat the bucks without they two best players the hawks are not. contender there protenDer
Reply Posted by: mello | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 8:35 AM 
7?!?! Really Bianchi? That is just silly and I wish there was a way we could make a personal side bet of Chinese Buffet or 
something ’cause I would so win me some free Lo Mein!
The bench is the big difference here. Sure the 1st and 3rd quarters are going to be tight, but when 2nd teams rotate in the 
Magic will dominate. The Hawks will be lucky to streatch this to 6, my call is Magic in 5.
7… You silly man Bianchi, silly man…
Reply Posted by: Profits_Sage | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 8:49 AM 
bianchi,
first of all, the magic are a VETERAN team, they have been to the finals. it would be silly to assume that they will just 
overlook the next opponent knowing how hard it was to get to the finals last year.
second of all, its OK for you to change your mind about the hawks, but to go from “the magic should fear milwaukee” to “the 
hawks are going to take the magic to 7 games” makes you look like you have bi-polar disorder. 
if you had said, “the hawks can make this series competitive” that at least would have been respectable. now you are just 
sounding like a flip-flopping politician.
Reply Posted by: The REAL Truth | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:11 AM 
You write dumb comments, yet want to sensor post when you are called out for the fool that you are. Cute.
Reply Posted by: Thomas | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:17 AM 
This serves 2 purposes:
1) To continue to agitate, which is what Mike is really good at (have you ever thought about being a community organizer? I 
hear there are serious advancement opportunities there).
2) I think Mike is trying to light a fire under the Magic. Don’t believe he believes this for a second.
Unless he’s slobbering over UF, everything he does and says is to generate discussion. He keeps you coming back, right?
Reply Posted by: wepr3 | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:18 AM 
The last time I checked out the Magic they were not fish. They were a huge broom (sweep)…the same one that we’ll use to 
swat the Hawks. Magic in 5; definately no more than 6. The Hawks struggled against a Bucks team without two of their 
best players…and we won mostly without our best player. On top of that the Hawks have not fared well against the Magic. 
We have won 6 out of the last 7 games against the hawks! How does this become a 7 game series? Did they change 
coaches or get some new player or all of a sudden aquire some devine knowledge or inspiration? 
The one thing the Magic MUST ABSOLUTELY DO is to come out strong and dominate game 1 to set precedence and 
establish who the alpha is. If the Hawks win game 1 it could go to 6 games…
Reply Posted by: KGB- | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:20 AM 
The cockiness of the Magic fan base is incredible. Is it really crazy to suggest that this is going to be a tough series for the 
Magic? I think not. I’m not saying Magic are losing this series; I’m just saying Hawks aren’t going down without a fight.
– Bianchi
Reply Posted by: mike bianchi | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:24 AM 
tell the truth. they will win in 4 or 5. its all about matchups. not about flying under the radar or whatever. the hawks could 
have won in 4 and orlando could have been stretched to 7, same result. they might win a game in atlanta
Reply Posted by: Tejas | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:26 AM 
the series will probably go 5 because I think that the magic will be caught sleeping in game 3. I just don’t understand how 
you can go from hoping the Hawks survive the Bucks to thinking the Hawks will go 7 games with a magic team that is far 
better. Its not being cocky, just realistic.
Reply Posted by: jlg45 | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:27 AM 
Hawks fan here. Bianchi is obviously biting on the Dr. Jekyll half of the hawks dual personality disorder. They always play 
down to their opponents, and I’m inclined to think that in a series against a Buck team w/ Bogut may have ended sooner, 
b/c ATL wouldn’t have treated them with so little respect. I don’t think the Magic make that mistake with the Hawks, but 
they aren’t as vastly superior as the regular season matchups may suggest. Stan Van is lightyears ahead of Woodson 
coaching-wise, and I will be outraged if Woody tries to double Dwight, cuz then Rashard, Jameer, JJ, Sanity, Pietrus, etc. 
will KILL us. 2 out of the Hawks’ 3 losses to y’all came on back-to-backs after playing the Celtics, who we always get up to 
play. Woodson’s job is on the line if we get swept, so I don’t doubt the effort will be there for ATL, the Magic will simply 
adjust to whatever game plan Atlanta throws at them and find a way to defend the paint and score. Joe Johnson and Jama 
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Crawford will have to be like Bill Clinton in NBA Jam all series if the Hawks have a chance. We’ll see more of the schizo 
Hawks in this series, and I see it going this way: 
2 for ORL 
2 for ATL 
2 for ORL- over in 6.
Reply Posted by: Leonardo Wilkens | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:31 AM 
So they went from being the ‘choking’ Hawks to them suddenly having a great epiphany and will now give the Magic all 
they can handle??????? You were the fool that suggested the Hawks would be an easier matchup. Most of us called you 
out for being an idiot then too. 
Bottom line is that while the Hawks are a decent team, they do not have the depth to take Orlando to seven games. 
Johnson, Hortford, and Bibby are all good players, but they simply do not matchup well with Orlando. That is why they got 
blown out against us 3 out of 4 games in the regular season. I see Orlando winning in five, maybe six. 
I Us fans are just calling you out for being a flip flopping hack Bianchi. Get over yourself and take your medicine. You are 
nothing short of a stooge.
Reply Posted by: Thomas | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:35 AM 
Sure, anything can happen….however it’s unlikely the Hawks are going to stretch the Magic to a 7 game series. I think 
game 1 is a danger game for the Magic coming off a long break, but if they take game 1 it’s either a sweep or Magic in 5. 
At worst this goes to 6 games. Atlanta did not look sharp at all vs the Bucks, and Orlando is the hottest team in the league 
right now. 
Magic certainly have the potential to sweep, but I’ll go with Magic in 5 with two games winning by 10 or more.
Reply Posted by: Jason | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:36 AM 
I wouldn’t be surprised if we swept them, but we will probably lose 1 of the games in Atlanta. The Magic are taking every 
game seriously and the Hawks, well they had a hard enough time eliminating the Bucks. That doesn’t sound like a good 
combo.
Reply Posted by: Steve | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:39 AM 
It is not flip-flopping when you have admiration for a team that is on the brink of elimnation and then they pick themselves 
up off the canvas and roll to 2 straight wins. That sort of play motivates a team. Situations change over the course of a two-
month playoffs. Three weeks ago, nobody gave the Spurs a chance and look at them now. All I’m saying is don’t fall into 
the same trap that Celtics and Cavs fans did last year when they were facing the Magic.
– Bianchi
Reply Posted by: mike bianchi | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:50 AM 
Stirred up the crowd Bianchi. But I’ll bet EVEN YOU wouldn’t put youtr money where your mouth is. I think this is just to get 
a reaction. I’ll bet you lunch is doesn’t go seven games? CHICKEN?
Reply Posted by: Dr.JamesNaismith | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:53 AM 
In response to Dr. Naismith: I’ll bet it’s closer to seven games than it is to 4 games. In other words, I’ll take 6 and 7 and you 
take 4 and 5.
– Bianchi
Reply Posted by: mike bianchi | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:55 AM 
Oh, so now you admire a team that pulled two straight wins against a team that is led by a guy who was benching, 
struggling to get any playing time in Italy last season??!! That makes sense I suppose :-/
Reply Posted by: Thomas | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:58 AM 
Come on, the magic might not sweep the hawks but they match up too well against them to be pushed to 7 games. Atlanta 
technically didn’t even win the last game between them, The refs ignored a blatant travel on that last- second play. Only the 
refs will keep this series longer than 6. Loving the Boston/Cleveland series, the cavs don’t play playoff basketball very well.
Reply Posted by: Bret | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 9:59 AM 
After the Magic win Games 1 and 2 rather easily, you will change your mind again.
Reply Posted by: Grant | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 10:02 AM 
I really don’t think that the Magic or their fans are cocky to think that the Hawks will not win more than 1 (or maybe 2 
games) in this series. The Magic have demonstrated over the past few years that they match up very well against these 
guys. Also, SVG would not let his team overlook anybody. If the Magic were playing the NJ Nets in a series, he would 
would drive in their heads how they are a hungry, young and dangerous team. 
Besides, their best player, Joe Johnson is already mentally checked out and ready for the $$$ of free agency. 
I’m with En Fuego on this…Magic in 5 (but a sweep is also very possible)
Reply Posted by: Timmy | Tuesday, May 4, 2010 at 10:02 AM 
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